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Exercise

Patterns of Kanban Boards

1 - Have you seen patterns like this?
2 - Did any good come out of them?

3 - Did you see the benefits we talked about?
4 - If not, what did you see? Something else?

Instructions: Consider the 4 questions to the right. Use 
stickies and place your answers on top of the 
appropriate board/pattern.

Identify 
Patterns 

of Kanban
Explain 

it to 
others

Evolve towards 
mature 
Kanban 
Systems

Locally 
focused

Visualize 
Individuals 

Work

Customer? 
Service 

Workflow?

Multiple 
Individuals

More focus 
on managing 
people than 
work &flow

Single 
team 
focus

Avatars for 
each team 
member

Not just 
a single 

team

Signs of 
Service 
Delivery 
workflow

Is Service 
Delivery 

predictable 
now?

System is still 
overburdened

Often 
observed 

with Scrum 
teams

Distinct 
Replenishment 

cadence

Distinct 
Delivery 
Cadence

Do your 
customers 
care about 

your timebox?

Now we have 
predictable Service 

Delivery - right?

Emerging 
Service 
Delivery 
workflow

Multiple 
teams

What if Dev 
is faster 

than Test?

Do we have an 
end- to- end pull 

system?

Where is 
my 

workflow?

Glass 
ceiling

So you 
want to 

be a KMP?

Detect 
benefits & 
limitations

What would 
customer 

experience 
be like?

You're 
not 

done!

What are you 
leaving on 
the table? 

Stay tuned...
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Reduce workload at 
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Remove calendar 
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to 30 minutes
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New features delivered as they are completed. Averaged 1 per week.
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Delay



Understanding Commitment

In your
Service / 

Organization

How 
frequently?

How does commitment work?

Who 
commits 

first?

Is it 
reversible?
for whom?

work 
request- 
estimate

e- sign 
room 
intake 

process

??
booking a hotel room marriage

What's the 
cost of 

"backing 
out"?

Commitment is deferred

Commitment can be Asymmetrical

Are we doing Kanban or not? Do you intend to use 
visualization & Kanban 

systems to drive a focus on 
sustained fitness for 

purpose?

Do you view your organization as 
a network of services and seek 

to improve the balance of 
capability against demand & 

customer expectations?

Kanban Litmus Test

Have 
managers 

changed their 
behavior?

Has the 
customer 
interface 
changed?

Has the 
customer 
contract 

changed?

Has the 
service 

delivery model 
changed?

Choose to see like this

For each service

Le
ar

n 
to

 se
e 

se
rv

ice
s e

ve
ry

w
he

re

Seeing Services

For each service, what level of 
Kanban do you envisage: Personal; 
Proto/Team Kanban; Workflow 
Kanban pull system?

Think of existing functions not 
currently perceived as services 
that actually are organized as 
services

Hint: If you keep teams, departments or 
functional groups together and bring 
work to them then they are most likely 
service providers

List existing shared services in your 
organization

Why are they shared: Scarce specialist 
resource? Common function? Efficiency 
due to variation in demand? Efficiency 
of operation, personnel sourcing? 
Historic or geographic reason?

List the services your customers (or 
other stakeholders) perceive that 
you provide to them

Does the customer have a consistent 
interface for them?

Asynchronous
"Cross- functional" 

Teams?

Shared Services

Pete!

Manage the 
work, not 

the 
workers

Replenishment
Discipline. 
Irrefutable 
demand?

Work Item 
Types, 
SLAs

Classes of Service, 
Capacity 

Allocation, 
demand shaping

To what degree each of the following is happening in your service? 
What evidence do you see? what do you see instead?

Focuses on this risk:
Options with acceptable 
Economic and Technical 

risk.

Epic

Story

Portfolio 
Initiative

2 months later

 Director 
Personal 

Board

Manager's 
Tasks

Tasks for 
each 

Manager

Feature 
area

Epics

Team- 
level 

board

This Team's Board

Stories

Traded 
with 

Customers

Manage 
Flow

Initial 
board 
design

More definition

Height D
im

ension

W
idth Dim

ension

Scale- free assumptions

Depth Dimension

Posit Science

Do more 
Kanban!

One service 
at a time!

SCALING KANBAN

DEPTH:
Are 

dependencies 
also using 
Kanban?

KNOWLEDGE:
How well do 

we  
understand 

Kanban?

WIDTH:
How much 

are we 
visualizing?

HEIGHT:
How much 
detail can 
we see?

SCALE- FREE:
Will Kanban 
work over 

here?

SCALE- FREE ASSUMPTIONS

KNOWLEDGE

Expanded to the right

estimate 
requester, 

team

once- 
beginning 
of request

any

requester

both

user 
story / 
feature

incurred 
cost to 

date

e- sign 
commits to 
t- shirt size 
estimate. Business 

agrees  to 
proceed

yes by 
buisness

spend 
to date

CONTEXTUALIZATION

slowly

yes

establish 
delivery 

date, but no 
formal SLA

yes

the Company is not 
KanBan. Big Shift. Slow.
- Leaders - AVP/VP Yes
- Resource managers 

slower 
- AOS - Struggling

- EPMO - NO

yes

replenishment 
sometimes out of 

team's control. 
Irrefutable 
demand.

Not sure if the 
business partners 
were consulted. 

Yes at 
replenishment

In 
progress

Yes
How the work 

comes in.
Some things have to 

get done e.g. Tax
Less Dates

in 
progressYes

STATIK!

Cadences



Exercise

Understanding Commitment

In your
Service / 

Organization

Who makes 
commitments? 

To whom?
Who else is 
involved?

How 
frequently?

What's the 
"unit of 

commitment"?
(project? 

feature? task?)

How does commitment work?

Who 
commits 

first?

Is it 
reversible?
for whom?

work 
request- 
estimate

e- sign 
room 
intake 

process

??
booking a hotel room marriage

What's the 
cost of 

"backing 
out"?

Commitment is deferred

Commitment can be Asymmetrical

Asynchronous

estimate 
requester, 

team

once- 
beginning 
of request

any

requester

both

once for each 
committment

user 
story / 
feature

e- sig room 
commits to 
estimate.  

business commits 
to proceeding

incurred 
cost to 

date

e- sign 
commits to 
t- shirt size 
estimate.

reputational 
cost

Business 
agrees  to 
proceed

yes by 
buisness

spend 
to date



Exercise

Understanding Commitment

In your
Service / 

Organization

Who makes 
commitments? 

To whom?
Who else is 
involved?

How 
frequently?

What's the 
"unit of 

commitment"?
(project? 

feature? task?)

How does commitment work?

Who 
commits 

first?

Is it 
reversible?
for whom?

work 
request- 
estimate

e- sign 
room 
intake 

process

??
booking a hotel room marriage

What's the 
cost of 

"backing 
out"?

estimate 
requester, 

team

once- 
beginning 
of request

any

requester

both

once for each 
committment

user 
story / 
feature

e- sig room 
commits to 
estimate.  

business commits 
to proceeding

incurred 
cost to 

date

e- sign 
commits to 
t- shirt size 
estimate.

reputational 
cost

Business 
agrees  to 
proceed

yes by 
buisness

spend 
to date



Commitment is deferred

Commitment can be Asymmetrical

Asynchronous



Choose to see like this

For each service

Le
ar

n 
to

 se
e 

se
rv
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w
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Exercise

Seeing Services

For each service, what level of 
Kanban do you envisage: Personal; 
Proto/Team Kanban; Workflow 
Kanban pull system?

Think of existing functions not 
currently perceived as services 
that actually are organized as 
services

Hint: If you keep teams, departments or 
functional groups together and bring 
work to them then they are most likely 
service providers

List existing shared services in your 
organization

Why are they shared: Scarce specialist 
resource? Common function? Efficiency 
due to variation in demand? Efficiency 
of operation, personnel sourcing? 
Historic or geographic reason?

List the services your customers (or 
other stakeholders) perceive that 
you provide to them

Does the customer have a consistent 
interface for them?

"Cross- functional" 
Teams?

Shared Services Product 
Owner

Product Managers

Team 1

Team 2

Team 3

Team 4

Team 5

Testers

Pete!



Are we doing Kanban or not? Do you intend to use 
visualization & Kanban 

systems to drive a focus on 
sustained fitness for 

purpose?

Do you view your organization as 
a network of services and seek 

to improve the balance of 
capability against demand & 

customer expectations?

Kanban Litmus Test

Have 
managers 

changed their 
behavior?

Has the 
customer 
interface 
changed?

Has the 
customer 
contract 

changed?

Has the 
service 

delivery model 
changed?

Manage the 
work, not 

the 
workers

Replenishment
Discipline. 
Irrefutable 
demand?

Work Item 
Types, 
SLAs

Classes of Service, 
Capacity 

Allocation, 
demand shaping

To what degree each of the following is happening in your service? 
What evidence do you see? what do you see instead?

CONTEXTUALIZATION

slowly

yes

establish 
delivery 

date, but no 
formal SLA

yes

the Company is not 
KanBan. Big Shift. Slow.
- Leaders - AVP/VP Yes
- Resource managers 

slower 
- AOS - Struggling

- EPMO - NO

yes

replenishment 
sometimes out of 

team's control. 
Irrefutable 
demand.

Not sure if the 
business partners 
were consulted. 

Yes at 
replenishment

In 
progress

Yes
How the work 

comes in.
Some things have to 

get done e.g. Tax
Less Dates

in 
progressYes





CONTEXTUALIZATION



Are we doing Kanban or not? Do you intend to use 
visualization & Kanban 

systems to drive a focus on 
sustained fitness for 

purpose?

Do you view your organization as 
a network of services and seek 

to improve the balance of 
capability against demand & 

customer expectations?

Kanban Litmus Test

Have 
managers 

changed their 
behavior?

Has the 
customer 
interface 
changed?

Has the 
customer 
contract 

changed?

Has the 
service 

delivery model 
changed?

Manage the 
work, not 

the 
workers

Replenishment
Discipline. 
Irrefutable 
demand?

Work Item 
Types, 
SLAs

Classes of Service, 
Capacity 

Allocation, 
demand shaping

To what degree each of the following is happening in your service? 
What evidence do you see? what do you see instead?

slowly

yes

establish 
delivery 

date, but no 
formal SLA

yes

the Company is not 
KanBan. Big Shift. Slow.
- Leaders - AVP/VP Yes
- Resource managers 

slower 
- AOS - Struggling

- EPMO - NO

yes

replenishment 
sometimes out of 

team's control. 
Irrefutable 
demand.

Not sure if the 
business partners 
were consulted. 

Yes at 
replenishment

In 
progress

Yes
How the work 

comes in.
Some things have to 

get done e.g. Tax
Less Dates

in 
progressYes



STATIK, Traning, Coaching

Epic

Story

Portfolio 
Initiative

2 months later

Fan out guidance:
1. Value add of a level. (CRF? 

classification? flow?)
2. Overhead of level #s

3. Hidden WIP.

1. Need a 2nd level. go 
ahead.

2. Need a 3rd? Too much 
WIP? Overhead worth it?
-> Maybe give us a call ;-)

 Director 
Personal 

Board

Multi- Team 
department 

board

Operations 
Portfolio 
board, 

Private Bank

Manager's 
Tasks

 PMO Team 
(aggregated) 

board

Tasks for 
each 

Manager

Feature 
area

Epics

Multi- Team 
Program 

Board
Team- 
level 

board

This Team's Board

Stories

For 
Classification 

only

Traded 
with 

Customers

Manage 
Flow

Initial 
board 
design

More definition

Height D
im

ension

W
idth Dim

ension

Scale- free assumptions

Depth Dimension

Posit Science

Do more 
Kanban!

One service 
at a time!

SCALING KANBAN

DEPTH:
Are 

dependencies 
also using 
Kanban?

KNOWLEDGE:
How well do 

we  
understand 

Kanban?

WIDTH:
How much 

are we 
visualizing?

HEIGHT:
How much 
detail can 
we see?

SCALE- FREE:
Will Kanban 
work over 

here?

SCALE- FREE ASSUMPTIONS

KNOWLEDGE

Expanded to the right

STATIK!

Cadences



Exercise Where is the Upstream and Delivery Kanban
demarcation point?

Exercise
Do the roles of Service Delivery Manager 
(SDM) or Service Request Manager (SRM) 
exist in your organization today?

What is their current title? Which 
responsibilities and what policy 
ownership do you envisage for 

them?

Who would play the SDM role, who 
the SRM role?

What are the cultural & political 
implications of introducing them?

(Would it be easier to stick with 
current roles, responsibilities & job 

titles?)

Understand 
Market Risk

Understand 
Technical

Risk

Unclear 
Risk Capacity 

Constrained 
Work

COMMITMENT POINT

F PF F F P P

Service Delivery Manager (SDM)
Manage flow of committed work

Service Request Manager (SRM)
Manages flow of options

Kanban Roles are Emerging

Exercise Let's Consider a process at your place of work.
Label the steps of your process
Identify the commitment point
Identify which step in your process is a "funnel" 
activity with an F vs a "pipe" activity with a P.
Is everything in the right place?

1.
2.
3.

4.

F
P

= Funnel

= Pipe

P PFF PFF
P PFF PFF P

P

<Name> <Name> <Name> <Name> <Name> <Name> <Name> <Name> <Name>
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Is everything in the right place?

1.
2.
3.

4.

P P

F

F PFF P P

FF

P

FF P

P

<Intake> <Up 
Next>

<Build>
<Ready 
to test>

<Ready 
to 

deploy>

Exercise Let's Consider a process at your place of work.
Label the steps of your process
Identify the commitment point
Identify which step in your process is a "funnel" 
activity with an F vs a "pipe" activity with a P.
Is everything in the right place?

1.
2.
3.

4.

P

PFF PFF

P PF

F

P

FF PP

Vague 
idea estimate

cost 
benefit 
analysis

engage 
IT 

Delivery

up 
next

dev

Exercise Let's Consider a process at your place of work.
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Identify the commitment point
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activity with an F vs a "pipe" activity with a P.
Is everything in the right place?

1.
2.
3.

4.

PPF

F P

F
PPF

F PFF

PP

BackLog
(Todo)

Up 
Next Analysis

Design/
Develop

ment

Ready 
for Test

Testing Ready to 
Deploy Deploy
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Exercise Let's Consider a process at your place of work.
Label the steps of your process
Identify the commitment point
Identify which step in your process is a "funnel" 
activity with an F vs a "pipe" activity with a P.
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Focuses on this risk:
Delays to delivery

Market Risk: 
Is this the 

right thing for 
our market?

(Vague) Ideas

Delivery. WIP Limited.

Viable Options

Good
Options

Options
Soon
/
Next

FUNNEL PIPE

Getting things done.Get things discarded.

Room 
1

Room 
2

Room 
3

Ready 
for 

Reviewreq

F

P



Exercise Where is the Upstream and Delivery Kanban
demarcation point?

Understand 
Market Risk

Understand 
Technical

Risk

Unclear 
Risk Capacity 

Constrained 
Work

COMMITMENT POINT

F PF F F P P

Exercise Let's Consider a process at your place of work.
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(Vague) Ideas
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Viable Options
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Exercise Where is the Upstream and Delivery Kanban
demarcation point?

Understand 
Market Risk

Understand 
Technical

Risk

Unclear 
Risk Capacity 

Constrained 
Work

COMMITMENT POINT

Getting things done.Get things discarded.



F PF F F P P
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P
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= Pipe

Market Risk: 
Is this the 

right thing for 
our market?

Technical Risk? 
What are the 

implications of 
attempting to 
deliver this?
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Exercise Let's Consider a process at your place of work.
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Next Analysis

Design/
Develop

ment

Ready 
for Test Testing Ready to 

Deploy Deploy

Room 
3

Ready 
for 

Review

Not Often

F

P





Service Delivery Manager (SDM)
Manage flow of committed work

Service Request Manager (SRM)
Manages flow of options

Kanban Roles are Emerging

Focuses on this risk:
Delays to delivery
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Facilitator

"Walking the board" left to right

"Any additional 
info?"

Still blocked?

Can we pull? who's 
going to?
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Design Your Service Delivery Review
Exercise

Service - what service are you reviewing?

Design Your Operations Review
Exercise

Who is the SDM?

Who, besides the SDM, should attend? Should one of these people or the SDM run the meeting?

What insights and actions might you expect as 
an output from an SDR?

What information are different attendees expected to 
bring to this meeting? What are the metrics and 
fitness criteria?

<Service>

How much do you need for this meeting the first time? 
Can you run it in less time after some practice?

How often should you run this meeting for your 
service?

Run Chart
Etc.

What is the organizational scope (whole company, 
business unit, etc.) for this Ops Review?

Who is the leader of this organizational unit?

What services are being reviewed? Who are the SDMs of these services?

<Service 1>

<Service 2>

<Service 3>

<Biz Unit> <Leader>

Who will facilitate? Scribe? Be a guest speaker? 
Coach/observer?

Time check - how much time do you need?

<Faciltator> <Scribe1>

<Scribe1>

<Guest 
Speaker>

<Coach>

Opening:
??? min

Closing:
??? min

Best room/facility in your 
company for this meeting?

How many team 
members? How to select 
them?

How will you publish 
insights/action items?

Custom name for Ops 
Reviews in your org?

Less frequent than 
monthly is a slippery 
slope to "not at all"

Leader stops 
attending, they 
stop happening

Create 
safety!

Avoid dog and 
pony shows

Lead off with finances 
or strategy - you're 
running a business

Master the 
SDR skills first

First- ever Ops Review: the 
initiative group of 3-4 people 

plans it one month in 
advance (future facilitator, 

1-2 SDMs, coach)

Support SDMs 
through their 
preparation
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Design Your Operations Review
Exercise

What is the organizational scope (whole company, 
business unit, etc.) for this Ops Review?

Who is the leader of this organizational unit?

What services are being reviewed? Who are the SDMs of these services?

<Service 1>

<Service 2>

<Service 3>

ISS David

Who will facilitate? Scribe? Be a guest speaker? 
Coach/observer?

Time check - how much time do you need?

Janet or 
Steve

anyone

anyone

SDMs

Sheena

Opening:
5 min

Closing:
5min

Best room/facility in your 
company for this meeting?

How many team 
members? How to select 
them?

How will you publish 
insights/action items?

Custom name for Ops 
Reviews in your org?

Journey 
review

scribe to 
handleZOOM
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<Service 3>
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Closing:
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Design Your Service Delivery Review
Exercise

Service - what service are you reviewing? Who is the SDM?

Who, besides the SDM, should attend? Should one of these people or the SDM run the meeting?

What insights and actions might you expect as 
an output from an SDR?

What information are different attendees expected to 
bring to this meeting? What are the metrics and 
fitness criteria?

<Service>
<Service Delivery 

Manager>

How much do you need for this meeting the first time? 
Can you run it in less time after some practice?

How often should you run this meeting for your 
service?

Run Chart
Lead Time 

Distribution(s) Etc.

Design Your Service Delivery Review
Exercise

Service - what service are you reviewing? Who is the SDM?
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Less frequent than 
monthly is a slippery 
slope to "not at all"

Leader stops 
attending, they 
stop happening

Create 
safety!

Avoid dog and 
pony shows

Lead off with finances 
or strategy - you're 
running a business

Guest speaker from a 
different business unit 

(15 minutes max) 
works well

Master the 
SDR skills first

First- ever Ops Review: the 
initiative group of 3-4 people 

plans it one month in 
advance (future facilitator, 

1-2 SDMs, coach)

Support SDMs 
through their 
preparation



Design Your Operations Review
Exercise

What is the organizational scope (whole company, 
business unit, etc.) for this Ops Review?

Who is the leader of this organizational unit?

What services are being reviewed? Who are the SDMs of these services?

<Service 1>

<Service 2>

<Service Delivery 
Manager 1>

<Service Delivery 
Manager 2>

<Service 3>

<Biz Unit> <Leader>

<Service Delivery 
Manager 3>

Who will facilitate? Scribe? Be a guest speaker? 
Coach/observer?

Time check - how much time do you need?

<Faciltator> <Scribe1>

<Scribe1>

<Guest 
Speaker>

<Coach>

Opening:
??? min

Closing:
??? min

Each SDM has 8? 
10? 12? 15?

minutes

Total Time: 
??? hours

Best room/facility in your 
company for this meeting?

How many team 
members? How to select 
them?

How will you publish 
insights/action items?

Custom name for Ops 
Reviews in your org?



Design Your Operations Review
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What is the organizational scope (whole company, 
business unit, etc.) for this Ops Review?

Who is the leader of this organizational unit?

What services are being reviewed? Who are the SDMs of these services?

<Service 1>

<Service 2>

<Service Delivery 
Manager 1>

<Service Delivery 
Manager 2>

<Service 3>

ISS David

<Service Delivery 
Manager 3>

Who will facilitate? Scribe? Be a guest speaker? 
Coach/observer?

Time check - how much time do you need?

Janet or 
Steve

anyone

anyone

SDMs

Sheena

Opening:
5 min

Closing:
5min

Each SDM has 
10 minutes

Total Time: 
1 hour

Best room/facility in your 
company for this meeting?

How many team 
members? How to select 
them?

How will you publish 
insights/action items?

Custom name for Ops 
Reviews in your org?

Journey 
review

scribe to 
handle

None- unless 
SME requiredZOOM

TRAD

SONIC 
BOOM

D/C
Beth

Joyce

?

SRM?
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How many team 
members? How to select 
them?
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ISS Steve/Janet

Ingenium

Dist 
Comp

Trad Simone

Beth

??Trad 
SDM

Sheena

Sonic/Atomic 
Boom

Joyce
SLFD 
Run 

team

Anthony

SDM 
rotation

recording

Kevin 90min

15min 10min

2hours

remote minimum
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What are  
customers' 

expectations?
Improvement Gap

left- shifting the distribution



Dependencies

Queues

Take ActionDescribeType of delay Identify

Ready to 
test

Internal to 
your service

external to your 
service, internal 
to your business

External to 
your business

holistic testing 
(need to wait for all 
features to be done

Test data 
set- up

AOS

knowledge 
constraint

Business isn't 
ready with 

requirements

conflicting 
priority

AOS- must 
accept transition

Exercise Sources of Delay (in your company)
Identify queues - where do work items queue in your service?
Identify dependencies - do work items in your service depend on unique specialist skills? other services in your company? external vendors?
Describe queues - are they first- in- first- out, dynamic selection/prioritization? several classes of service? some work items skip quickly, others wait for a long 
time?
Describe each dependency - how many (or what %) work items does it affect? How much does it add  to the lead time? Can you predict, control or influence 
this duration?
Take action - can you reduce or limit the queues? Can you reduce the variation of queuing time? What are the implications to your customers and other 
activities in your process?
Take action - Can you reduce or limit the duration of delays due to dependencies? Can you decrease the number (or %) of work items affected by a 
dependency? Would that change the risk in delivering the work? Can you imagine the circumstances were avoiding a dependency (and the delay it causes) 
would be acceptable?

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

Ready to 
deploy

Up Next?

Business 
sign- offfunding

Dev, code review 
and UT done

business sign- 
off, waiting for 

approvals..

all done holding 
to implement
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one sticky note 
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Internal to 
your service

external to your 
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External to 
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6.



Dependencies

Queues

Take ActionDescribe
Type of 
delay

Identify

one sticky note 
for each location

Internal to 
your service

external to your 
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Exercise Sources of Delay (in your company)
Identify queues - where do work items queue in your service?
Identify dependencies - do work items in your service depend on unique specialist skills? other services in your company? external vendors?
Describe queues - are they first- in- first- out, dynamic selection/prioritization? several classes of service? some work items skip quickly, others wait for a long 
time?
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this duration?
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would be acceptable?

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

waiting 
for 

testing

Technical 
dependencies 

to test code 
together

Bottleneck with 
one specific 

expertise on team

Vendor 
delays

Enviromental 
issues/outages

In 
build

waiting for business 
decisions or 

business availability

Upstream 
or BAT

cross 
training

Policy to put 
on hold if 
you don't 

get answers





Customer 
Facing Services

(internal) Shared 
Services









Feature
(parent)

Story
(Child)

Sequential
Dependencies

Parking Lot
for external Deps.



Exercise Analyze Dependencies (of your service on others)

<Name> <Name> <Name> <Name>

Find 
improvement
How can the 
interaction 
between the 2 
services improve?

Anticipate 
demand
What is the 
dependent 
service's 
perspective? Do 
they have multiple 
customers and 
offer classes of 
service to you?

Anticipate 
dependencies
Which work items 
will have 
dependencies on 
external services? 
Is this need 
predictable?

Identify 
services you 
depend on
Can one of them 
be your 
Customer?

AOS <Service 3><Service 2>



Exercise

Let's Consider Variability at your Organization.

Discuss policies or policy changes that would left or right 
shift lead time distribution in your organization.
Possible risk mitigation & reduction ?
Wider implications on service delivery?

Engineers 
performing QA 

function

Policies in your 
Organization

Left Shift Lead Time Distribution

Right Shift Lead Time Distribution

Infrastructure 
window

Freeze 
Period

COVID

Timeboxing 
meetings

Exercise

Bottlenecks in day- to- day life

Let's create some examples.

What caused of the 
bottleneck?
What was the impact on 
you?
How it has been dealt with?
How it could have been 
dealt with?

Exercise

Applying the Five Focusing Steps

Let's go back to the previous exercise and choose some 
bottlenecks.
Let's apply the Five Focusing steps to it.
Capture any insights below.

Identify the system's 
constraint(s).
Decide how to exploit 
the system's 
constraint(s).
Subordinate everything 
else to the above 
decision(s).
Elevate the system's 
constraint(s).
Start all over!

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

PFPF P

Build Done

Exercise

Where are your bottlenecks?

Let's go back to your workflow in Frame 4.10
Where are your bottlenecks?
Is it a CCR (Capacity Constrained Resource) or NIA (Non- Instant Availability)?

NIANIA CCR

Exercise

Identify Your Economic Costs

Identify transaction costs in your 
project work.
Identify coordination costs.
How much of the total effort on 
projects, do you estimate is 
transaction or coordination costs 
(rather than value- added) effort?
Estimate Failure load – internal 
(bugs) and external (escaped) 
sources.
Draw a sketch of economic cost 
model based on data.

30%

20%

10%
15%

25%
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Draw a sketch of economic cost 
model based on data.
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Exercise

Where are your bottlenecks?

Let's go back to your workflow in Frame 4.10
Where are your bottlenecks?
Is it a CCR (Capacity Constrained Resource) or NIA (Non- Instant Availability)?

NIANIA CCR
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Dependencies

Queues

Take ActionDescribeType of delay Identify

Ready to 
test

Internal to 
your service

external to your 
service, internal 
to your business

External to 
your business

holistic testing 
(need to wait for all 
features to be done

Test data 
set- up

AOS

knowledge 
constraint

Business isn't 
ready with 

requirements

conflicting 
priority

AOS- must 
accept transition

Exercise Sources of Delay (in your company)
Identify queues - where do work items queue in your service?
Identify dependencies - do work items in your service depend on unique specialist skills? other services in your company? external vendors?
Describe queues - are they first- in- first- out, dynamic selection/prioritization? several classes of service? some work items skip quickly, others wait for a long 
time?
Describe each dependency - how many (or what %) work items does it affect? How much does it add  to the lead time? Can you predict, control or influence 
this duration?
Take action - can you reduce or limit the queues? Can you reduce the variation of queuing time? What are the implications to your customers and other 
activities in your process?
Take action - Can you reduce or limit the duration of delays due to dependencies? Can you decrease the number (or %) of work items affected by a 
dependency? Would that change the risk in delivering the work? Can you imagine the circumstances were avoiding a dependency (and the delay it causes) 
would be acceptable?

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

Ready to 
deploy

Up Next?

Business 
sign- offfunding

Dev, code review 
and UT done

business sign- 
off, waiting for 

approvals..

all done holding 
to implement
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Case Studies Books

FREE DOWNLOAD

Slides

Download Classic Slide deck

David J Anderson LKSE14 Keynote - An Alternative Path

to AgilityYouTube

Videos

LKES17: David Anderson - Introducing the Kanban

Maturity Model (Opening Keynote)YouTube

David Anderson - Lean Risk Management: Options,

Liquidity & Hedging Risk using Kanban SystemsYouTube

Building an Information Flow - Janice Linden-Reed at LKCE15
Vimeo

Kanban: successful evolutionary change for your

technology business - David J. AndersonYouTube

Some of these videos are included here for "historical" reference. Guidance 
might have evolved and been refined since they were recorded.

https://resources.kanban.university/upstream/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1854ITiQuHIofSQm59BGD5M8nH9hJ0YSm/view?usp=sharing

